Non Touch Waste Flap
The Lavatory First-class Hygiene
Innovation in Aircraft Cabins
Non Touch Waste Flap
Our solution to a cleaner and more hygienic flying experience.
Non Touch Waste Flap
Innovation and Improvement

Our engineers are permanently looking for areas where aircraft can be improved. The Non Touch Waste Flap is made to measure and is among the most recent innovations EME’s Innovation Center unveiled. The Crystal-Cabin awarded product will open and close automatically. There is no need to touch contaminated waste flaps anymore.
Non Touch Waste Flap
Cleaned Hands Will no Longer be Exposed to Germs on the Waste Flap

The person using the lavatory would wash their hands, wipe them with a paper towel and dispose of the same by pressing down the flap of the waste container. In the process, the freshly washed hand would be exposed to germs on the flap. Our sensor-actuated non touch flap, which exclusively reacts to human body parts, opens and closes automatically, thus increasing lavatory hygiene levels significantly.

KEY FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES
• Field-tested design
• Jamming protection
• Low noise operation
• Failsafe layout
• High reliability
• Stand-alone operation (28V DC)

PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
by Schüschke
www.youtube.com/watch?v=DAfv3PdoqO4

→ Passenger and crew acceptance passed
→ Able to retrofit
→ Able to line-fit
Join Us in Being a Pioneer!

Be the first airline to offer a truly first-class lavatory hygiene experience.
To our pioneering launch customer, we offer the most attractive conditions.

Over 2 million test cycles
Over 9 month flight tested
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